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ABSTRACT: The education has been an important subject of an individual life as education has many form to grasp, in the old time, there was no formal education as people has to learn through their life experience whether it is related to art of the life or the way to grow the crops, but with passing time, various domain has emerge to learn and these create a well-defined and well-designed framework to teach the people about new things that had been invented over the time. A lot of work was undergoing in the western countries in the field of the modern education and this work also implemented in India by the British during their considerable period of the administration in India. The most important thing is to provide the free education to the poor people who don’t able to afford the expensive or modern education like English language. For this, British government had been came with many act for education and also make provision to allocate the dedicated fund for education field.


INTRODUCTION

On December 31, 1600, East India Company acknowledged a Royal English Charter from Queen. Before British East India Company came to India, numerous European interchange firms had commenced their profitable actions in India. Finally English East India Company recognized its rule. Although, Company originated to India as merchants, with intensification of Robert Clive besides his conquest at Battle of Plassey in 1757 besides changed their dream from finances to administrative power. They had later become rulers and administrators and policy-makers in India's cultural, polity, and educational landscape. Nevertheless, one would not presume that prior to the East India Company's arrival there was no education system. As the British came to India and eventually settled in Bengal, they encountered a system of this kind. Training, in India, is not exotic. There is no kingdom where love of scholarship get out of bed so early, exerted such a strong and influential impact [1]. During the British era, the modern education system came to be developed in India at expense of outmoded indigenous organization. Beforehand British established a modern education arrangement in India, both Hindus besides Muslims had their individual educational schemes. All regimes slowly went into forgetfulness and agonized a hindrance due to political instability in addition to lack of a powerful consolidated authority and lack of effective benefaction. The Tols and Madrassas had main knowledge seminars intended for specialists. In villages, Patsalas in addition to Maktabs, where Gurus and Maulavis informed knowledge of three "R's" to locality boys for primary education. There were no girl instruction school while Zamindaris often had daughters taught at home. British colonial benefits dominated India's then-educational policies. Under British Rule, education in India was first ignored, then vigorously and effectively opposed, then performed on a scheme now unanimously agreed to be faulty, and in conclusion put on its contemporary basis [2].

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Documentary research entails thesis being historic in nature. The thesis was established through the discovery and examination of extensively enormous qualitative information gathered from both primary in addition to secondary sources.
1. **The Charter Act of 1813**

While East India Company was founded in 1600, for almost 100 years of its life it did not conduct any educational activities. The Corporation paid first consideration to educational materials through 1698 Act that required to hold priests in addition to schools in garrisons. Though, such laws had been intended for Western europe servants of the Company's children, not Indians. In fact, the contemporary educational system in India was established under the Company's false pretense with the Academic Atmosphere of 1813, which restricted in Section 43 that a sum one lakh can be set aside besides lengthened to the revival and augmentation of writings and to the encouraging words of learned Indians of India, as well as to introduction and advancement of science and technology[3].

2. **William Adam’s Third Report In 1838**

The origin of obligatory primary schooling can be drawn back to year 1948. Though no solid attempts have been completed until beginning of 20th century, William Adam, a Christian missionary whom requested about condition of vernacular schooling in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, made earliest effort during British rule to introduce compulsory basic education in 1838. Adam's scheme for improving vernacular education was outlined in the third Report. For more than one instance, Adam measured it difficult to implement compulsory education at that time.

In his study he described it with subsequent words: The way for government power can be considered to be used to inspire teaching is by manufacture it compulsory in addition to enacting that each village should have a kindergarten. I confidence that time will originated at every person will have a school, before that requirement can be implemented period has not yet reached. The General Committee of Public Instruction (GCPI) considered Adam's scheme unworkable and too costly and, opposed concept of distributing education to masses from upper besides middle classes, consequently forbidden plan by government.

3. **Captain Wingate, Revenue Commissioner in Bombay, 1853**

Captain Wingate, Commissioner, came with a more straightforward proposal against the need for compulsory education. In 1852, when Bombay's government called for his interpretations on a plan to impose a local endowment on land profits, Captain Wingate proposed that such a cessation be imposed and recommended that portion of it be dedicated to on condition that compulsory edification to farmers' children. These ideas were not supported by additional officers, most of whom opposite it tooth besides nail. It was found that its uncritical optimism is the principal fault in the plan. Of course it was difficult to support compulsory primary education only from the Local Fund Cess proceeds [4].

4. **Mr. T. C. Hope, Educational Inspector, 1858 - A Commendation:**

Gujarat's educational examiner proposed the introduction of a law allowing local citizens to tax themselves on establishment of universities. This opposed voluntary scheme of expansion of schools besides urged legislation to allow levying of compulsory education rates. The Report for year 1857-1858 by Director of Public Instruction, represented Mr. T. C. Hope's opinion on the subject of education during 1857-1858 in following words as that program "incompletely self-supporting" or convincing, as a metric for national teaching, showed to be a complete catastrophe.

The greatest another seems to be a statutory act, ready to be extended year after year to such villages as are considered to be complete for schools and to pay entire cost of latter's upkeep to citizens themselves. Yet plan was also discharged as being untimely. The earlier proposals or plans came from William Adam, and to implement compulsory main education under British Raj. C. Let's assume. Yet all of the proposals were either deemed untimely or impractical [5].
5. Indian Education Commission, 1882:

With implementation of Education Act in England in 1872, a demand for similar facilities in its colonies was created in India. Consequently, before Indian Commission of 1882, Dadabhai Naoroji, of Bombay Presidency, made an energetic appeal to make 4 years of primary education obligatory. Although every subdivision of schooling can rightly proclaim state's development treatment, in present circumstances it is practical to declare elementary schooling of people, its establishment, and extension in addition to enhancement to be that part of educational system to which State's strenuous efforts will now be guided. In his demonstration before the Hunter Tribunal, Dadabhai Naoroji demanded that all children be given 4 years of education. It proposed entrusting management of schools to newly formed local panels of government. The Lord Ripon was pleased with Commission's own decision. Lord Ripon's policy of local secession in India has reduced, and even generally neglected, the state's monetary distribution for manufacture early [6].

6. Challenges of Sir Sahaji Rao Gaikwad of Baroda:

In the end, credit drives to Gaikwad of Baroda, a prominent Indian prince. He has done what was considered unlikely by the British Government. The Gopal Krishna Gokhale piercing out in Imperial Legislative Council at time of adoption of Bill on March 16, 1911. The Maharaja of Baroda has scheduled a happening of passion for cause of education within boundaries of India itself. Nonetheless, under Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, first organised attempt to institute compulsory early school in British India was launched in Bombay. Despite their protests, the Bombay government appointed a committee in 1906 to look into the potential of instituting compulsory schooling in city. Sadly, group came to decision that time was not right to establish compulsory education [7].

7. Efforts of Gopal Krishna Gokhale (1910-1912) - The Arrangements inside Legislative Background:

During Movement, significant anxiety was conducted for the promotion of education amongst these masses. On opposite, a current democratic movement was gaining traction, calling attention to the country's need for mass schooling. After 145 year of British, just approximately 8% of people had stretched literacy verge. This sparked outrage from all corners of the current educational system. Such critique was positively mirrored in the late Gokhale’s efforts to persuade the Indian government to recognize notion of free and obligatory early schools. The renowned Indian nationalist icon Shri Gandhiji made first concrete and articulate call for establishment of compulsory primary education. He stayed also a member of Indian National Congress, in addition to in 1902 he was elected to the British Legislature as a non-official representative of Bombay.

Mr. Gokhale proposed, in a determination passed by Imperial Legislative Council on March 18, 1910, that a start be made toward making straightforward education free as well as obligatory across country, and that a diverse committee of bureaucrats including non-officials be selected to formulate concrete suggestions. The proposal was withdrawn after the government promised that the problem would be given formal consideration. Despite rejecting most of Mr. Gokhale's recommendations, government of India created a discrete Department of Education in same year, under the direction of an Executive Council member, and requested that it develop primary education expansion projects. However, government soon formed a detached Department of Education in addition to started publishing annual report reports of educational development, but ignored main part of resolution on grounds that edification was solely responsibility of provincial governments. Temporarily his appeal for obligatory education adoption gained broad public interest [8].

8. The Educational Policy of 1913 - The Promises and Promises:

While Mr. Gokhale's efforts over three consecutive years to force administration to permit an schooling bill had unsuccessful, likelihood of expanding chief education in India expanded traction when the King, George V, said on January 6, 1912, in response to Calcutta University's address during his visit to India. He state that It is my wish that a system of schools in addition to colleges may be spread over the land from which faithful, manly and
helpful people may arise, hold their own in agriculture besides industry in all occupations in existence. It is also my wish that my subjects’ homes might be improved and work sweet by blowout of information with all that tracks in train, a greater close of supposed, comfort in addition to safety.

The Government has declined to accept the concept of obligatory education for monetary and bureaucratic reasons of definitive weight; but they want widest conceivable extension of primary schooling on a voluntary basis, with regard to free education, time has not yet come. Elementary education in provinces is already free and liberal establishment is now made in most provinces to offer free basic lessons to boys whom maternities cannot have enough money to pay fees. The British administrators had never, in the end, preserved education in India as a consecrated responsibility they had to accomplish. They found Indian education an act of charity and not a duty. Charity does not imply any goal, nor any minimum requirement [9].

9. Compulsory schooling in British India, 1917 To 1937: The Blossom - Period of Obligation:

The passage of Government of India Act, 1919, marked the beginning of a period of quick development of education, as Act placed schooling in hands of Indian ministers for the first time. Throughout provincial government the Montagu – Chelmsford Legitimate Reforms reputable dual rule, Indian children's education was a "transferred" subject under the diarchical system of government in India but economics remained “earmarked” subject. The Indian ministers enjoyed some powers under the new constitution particularly in matter of legislation; but pucker strings were earmarked by administrative councils.

Under conditions, posters were introduced to each provincial legislature for the implementation of compulsory education, and they were soon passed and put on the country's statute book. The reforms at Montagu – Chelmsford marked the culmination of British India's overt colonial responsibility for education. However, preachers were unable to make any significant variations in education due to the Montagu – Chelmsford Reforms, since economics, a earmarked subject, was under regulator of English councilors. Monetary problems discouraged provincial managements from implementing aggressive education extension or enhancement schemes. As a result, reform in the Compulsory Education Act has taken place in terms of the legislatures.

10. Wardha Scheme of Elementary Education, 1937 - The First National Organization:

The mainstream of leaders remained extremely discontented with success besides existence of country's prevailing education system. In 1937, Gandhi wrote a collection of papers questioning his principles of education. Gandhi wanted his education scheme to be supporting, for he thought that true schooling should always be on his personal hands. In October 1937, shortly afterwards his papers on enlightening ideas appeared in prominent magazine, an All India Enlightening Conference was christened at Wardha underneath presidency of Mahatmaji.

The conference then formed a committee to prepare a draft scheme in addition to syllabus with Dr. Husain as chairman in view of resolutions adopted at conference. The committee's report was published in 1938 under "Basic National Education," and is commonly notorious as Wardha Scheme, since it is thoroughly connected to Wardha. The scheme made fervent mention of a seven-year (7-14) free and compulsory education program. The Dominant Education Advisory was swift to see great merit of Wardha Scheme besides, in January 1938, formed the Central Education Advisory Board's Wardha Education Committee to investigate its possibilities. The theory of education by action was acknowledged, and it was proposed that the compulsion age variety should be 6 to 14 years.

11. The Sargent Plan, 1944 - Toward a Countrywide Plan:

Over the last decade, the necessity to equip India with an education system comparable to that of other industrialized countries has piqued the interest of the country's top educators. The Viceroy's Executive Council's restoration committee asked Sir John Sargent, Government of India's educational advisor at the time, to prepare
a report on India's post-war educational development. The Central Education Advisory Board authorized the Post-War Educational Progress Study in India in 1944, which envisioned a national educational system in India. [10]. These terms contain a desire for universality. It provides amazingly for widespread, mandatory, and free or "basic" education to children aged 6 to 14 under following headings:

- Free and mandatory 5-year junior elementary education to children in age groups 6 to 11; and
- Mandatory 3 year senior basic education for children in age group 11 to 14.

The Sargent Plan likewise proposed that a program of universal, obligatory and free education would be implemented as soon as possible for both boys and girls between ages of six and fourteen, although it might not be feasible for qualified teachers to complete it in less than forty years, given the practical trouble of recruiting required source.

**DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION**

India had been ruled by the British for more than two centuries until 1947, when it gained freedom. Because the East India Company's principal objective was commerce, the Company's original strategy did not oversee the development of a Westernized education system for Indian subjects during the initial period of its rule. It did not take on any educational tasks for about a century after its founding in 1600. There was no state-sponsored education system in India when East India Company began its partisan career in 1757. It wasn't until 1813 that Parliament incorporated a clause in the Charter that made it mandatory, but not necessary, for Governor-General in Council to put aside at least 1 lakh rupees for study. This was India's first statutory recognition of education's claim to a proportion of the country's public funds. The Corporation didn't do anything for education until 1823 because it was more concerned with wars, peace, and convertible securities than with school establishment. The ideals in addition to practices proposed in Wood’s contributed to rapid westernization of India's enlightening system. Slowly, aboriginal education system contributed way to Western education, although private Indian efforts began to arise in the region. According to the endorsements of Indian Education Commission, responsibilities for primary schooling was given to indigenous authorities over a 20-year period between 1882 and 1902. Under the British Raj, the entitlement or demand for inclusive education for Indian children was constantly denied, and in free India, it was also frequently postponed. Educational policy was molded and directed by colonial power, and educational institutions supported colonizer needs while ignoring colonized goals. The nature of British India's educational system has always been shaped by the objectives of colonial powers.
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